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Responsive Joint Attention in Human-Robot Interaction

André Pereira, Catharine Oertel, Leonor Fermoselle, Joe Mendelson and Joakim Gustafson

Abstract— Joint attention has been shown to be not only
crucial for human-human interaction but also human-robot
interaction. Joint attention can help to make cooperation more
efficient, support disambiguation in instances of uncertainty
and make interactions appear more natural and familiar. In
this paper, we present an autonomous gaze system that uses
multimodal perception capabilities to model responsive joint
attention mechanisms. We investigate the effects of our system
on people’s perception of a robot within a problem-solving task.
Results from a user study suggest that responsive joint attention
mechanisms evoke higher perceived feelings of social presence
on scales that regard the direction of the robot’s perception.

I. INTRODUCTION

Humans are good at observing others and at understanding
their mental states, such as what they are seeing, feeling
and what they want. An essential social skill required to
achieve this is to be able to see and understand the world
from someone else’s viewpoint. This skill is called Visual
Perspective Taking (VPT) [1] and plays a critical role in
social cognition and interaction between humans. The same
effect has been reported in Human-Robot Interaction (HRI)
where people are similarly able to override their egocentric
viewpoints and take robots’ visual perspectives [2].

If social interaction partners are aware that they are
attending something else in common, that phenomenon is
usually described as joint attention. Joint attention describes
not only the VPT required for this phenomenon but also the
tendency for social partners to focus on a common reference
and to monitor the others’ attention to an outside entity [3].
Joint attention is vital in task-based human-robot collabora-
tion as robots involved in collaborative tasks often need to
coordinate their gaze behavior with collaborators and objects
in its environment. As an example, a robot in a factory
assembly line should use both its verbal and non-verbal joint
attention behaviors to reduce uncertainty and better guide
human co-workers into which object should be assembled
next [4]. Attentional non-verbal behavior generation is not
only significant for improving collaboration between people
and robots [5] but also for creating the illusion of human-like
appearance and behavior.

Most research typically separates joint attention into two
different types [6]: Initiating Joint Attention (IJA) and Re-
sponding to others’ Joint Attention (RJA). The effects of
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Fig. 1. Side view image of the MagPuzzle case study.

IJA in robots has been extensively explored. To a lesser
extent, previous work has demonstrated that robots that
respond to others’ joint attention are considered as more
transparent to humans and perceived as more competent and
socially interactive [7]. We intend to extend those findings by
studying responsive joint attention not as a means to detect
the others’ intent but rather with the focus of generating
contingent gaze shifts that reduce non-meaningful idle gaze
behaviors.

Assuming that people do take robots’ visual perspectives,
a perception of agency is still inferred from periods where no
verbal communication is present. In these moments, robots
should display believable non-verbal behaviors that show that
they are “alive” and listening which in turn results in an
increased sense of social presence [8]. Social presence, often
described as the “sense of being together with another” [9],
has been shown to increase enjoyment and by consequence
improve the intention to use robots over long periods of time
[10], [11].

In this paper, we contribute to social presence and joint
attention research in human-robot interaction by proposing
and evaluating an autonomous real-time system that can
generate responsive joint attention by responding to users’
gaze direction, speech and actions performed in a task. Our
proposed simulation of responsive joint attention is evaluated
in a natural setting and is not focused on increasing the
effectiveness of the user in the interaction but rather on
using the perceived multimodal information to minimize idle
behaviors and increase the usage of more meaningful joint
attention behaviors.

Our system was evaluated within a case study that consists



of a physical spatial reasoning task where a human-like social
robot collaborates with humans in finding the solution for a
series of puzzles. A user perception study was conducted to
test the hypothesis of whether participants perceive our robot
as more socially present when our robot simulates responsive
joint attention behaviors. Results suggest that the direction
of social presence related to the perception of the robot is
significantly affected by our experimental condition.

II. RELATED WORK

Body orientation, head, and eye motion are specific non-
verbal cues that carry precise meanings in communication.
These cues are relevant for establishing and maintaining
a connection between two parties as they often reveal a
participant’s attention. Simulating attention shifts in social
robots is fundamental for establishing and driving believable
interactions between humans and robots [12].

Joint attention, in particular, is a relevant skill to model
in robots as it is widely considered to be a crucial social
skill [13], [14], [15]. Interventions focused on developing
joint attention will often result in positive collateral changes
in untreated skills, such as language and social-cognitive
developments. Social robots that simulate joint attention
have, for instance, been shown to improve social skills in
children on the autism spectrum [16]. Joint attention is
also relevant for a human and a robot to coordinate in
organizational, assembly and physical tasks. Robots that
simulate joint attention mechanisms have been widely shown
to help disambiguate spatial references by making object
referral appear more natural, pleasant and efficient [17]. Joint
attention can also improve the timing and perceived quality
of handover events in robot handover tasks [18].

Joint attention can have several phases, beginning with
mutual gaze to establish attention, proceeding to referential
gaze to draw attention to the object of interest, and cycling
back to mutual gaze to ensure that the experience is shared
[19]. Different task settings generate different patterns of
eye movements and gaze dynamics [20]. As such, collecting
eye gaze information in a specific scenario and using it
to create gaze models usually produces the best results.
These models often make use of stochastic processes and
simple statistical distributions [21], [22] or more complex
deep learning techniques [23]. Using an exclusive data-
driven approach is a costly process that often cannot be
extrapolated to other contexts. A different alternative to
purely data-driven approaches is to use heuristics to model
gaze behavior. Heuristics are usually extracted from gaze
focused or psychology literature and are often not bound to
a specific scenario. Some gaze modeling approaches use only
heuristics to generate gaze shifts to the correct target, with
the appropriate length [24], [25], while others use a mixed
approach where data collected from the target scenario is
used to regulate heuristic processes [21], [22], [26].

III. JOINT ATTENTION SYSTEM

This section describes a real-time system that responds
to users’ joint attention by reacting to users’ gaze direction,

Fig. 2. A diagram illustrating our two concurrent gaze layers (proactive
and responsive). Each layer is composed of different modules that can shift
the robot’s gaze towards the different gaze targets (user, a point regarding
a task or object, or non-task points in the environment). Each solid arrow
represents a gaze shift to one of the targets in the middle of the diagram.
Dashed arrows represent an event that is communicated to our idle gaze
module when the current gaze shift issues a time-out.

speech and actions performed within a task. Our gaze system
considers high-level gaze directives (targets and duration)
and does not focus on low-level gaze characteristics (such
as eye-head coordination or saccade velocities).

A. Layers, Modules, Priorities and Timings

We divide our gaze system into two different layers (see
Figure 2). Gaze coordination is known to be a bidirectional
process that involves both the production and detection of
gaze [21]. Joint attention is also bidirectional in nature and
usually divided into two different types (IJA and RJA).

Each layer contains different modules with predefined
priority levels. Priorities are defined so that the robot can
suppress shifts to irrelevant stimuli and voluntarily hold
its attention if currently engaged in a more relevant gaze
command. Unless a gaze shift with the same or higher
priority is issued, the robot maintains its gaze target until
the time duration of the current gaze is completed. In the
description for each module, we will explain the reason
behind each priority choice.

Regarding timings, in a similar way to [24], [22], [26],
[25], [21], we decide for how long a gaze shift will last
by using stochastic processes. Every time that a gaze shift
is issued, a timer starts with a duration sampled from
a continuous uniform distribution within defined intervals.
When the timer reaches the target sampled time, a time-
out event is triggered. For every module, we started with
a time-out range between 0.5 and 1 seconds, an interval
recommended by previous literature to convey friendly gaze
behavior [24]. However, by following an iterative design ap-



proach, we redefined the values for these parameters at longer
intervals (between 1 and 5 seconds). The longer intervals
convey a calm, cooperative personality and compensate for
the fact that dialog acts and responsive gaze shifts constantly
interrupt idle behaviors, hence reducing its average time.

B. Proactive Gaze Layer

The proactive gaze layer is responsible for gaze commands
that are integrated within dialog acts and an idle gaze module
that is used to generate idle gaze shifts.

1) Dialog Acts: Discrepancies in a robot’s gaze and
speech may lead to diminished performance which might
have a worse effect than not using any gaze model at all [27].
Dialog acts in our system allow for a tight mix of verbal and
non-verbal content in a format that is compact for authoring
(e.g., see Table I). When a dialog act is selected, one of its
multiple content entries is chosen and parsed by a behavior
planner, similar to [28], that outputs the right multimodal
instructions at the right time to the robot.

Before vocalizing and lip-syncing the text content asso-
ciated with dialog acts, the robot first shifts its focus of
attention towards the intended target defined in the dialog
act, and only then executes the associated content. Dialog
acts can be associated with the user or objects that belong
to the joint attention task. Dialog acts associated with users
make the robot attempt to establish and maintain eye contact
in real-time until the time-out of the current gaze shift. When
people refer to objects belonging to a joint attention task,
they often engage in deictic gaze references by looking at
those objects ahead of naming or manipulating them [29].
As such, in this type of dialog acts, the robot first attempts
to initiate joint attention by looking at the referred object.

This module is defined as having the highest priority which
allows it to override any current gaze command when it
decides to control the dialog flow.

2) Idle Gaze: Idle gaze shifts occur when the timer for
any previous gaze shift ends. In these cases, the robot shows
that it is alive and takes the proactive stance of performing
an idle gaze shift. In these moments, the system either
maintains its current gaze target or performs a gaze shift
to a different target. Possible targets for idle gaze behavior
in joint attention based tasks are typically: looking at users
to establish eye contact; at an object related to the task to
simulate a thinking or observing behavior; or elsewhere, at
a random point in the environment not related to the task or
users. A looking elsewhere gaze shift simulates gaze aversion
(when shifting from looking at a player) or distraction (when
shifting from looking at an object).

Idle gaze shifts are attributed to the lowest priority and can
be interrupted by any event from the Dialog Acts module or
any module from the Responsive Layer.

C. Responsive Layer

The sole usage of scripted and randomized behaviors is
inadequate for several types of tasks as gaze behavior is
often not specified and emergent (related to the dynamics of
the environment) [20]. This layer uses data from multimodal

perception to minimize the robot’s idle time and increase
the usage of more meaningful responsive joint attention
behavior.

Literature suggests that events not directly related to a
task such as peripheral events guide the attention of users.
However, if more relevant events are currently engaging
the robot’s attention, gaze shifts influenced by these events
should not occur [20]. Accordingly, gaze shifts triggered
by modules in our responsive layer have limited access to
gaze control. The robot suppresses shifts to irrelevant stimuli
and voluntarily holds its attention if currently engaged in a
gaze shift with higher priority. As such, the priority of gaze
modules within this layer is recommended to lie in-between
dialog generation, and idle gaze modules.

In the remainder of this subsection, we describe and
propose three different responsive modules that will be stan-
dard in most applications with robots where Joint Attention
interaction is a relevant part of the task.

1) Speech Activity: It has been shown that people look at
the other party in the interaction nearly twice as much (75%)
when listening than when speaking (41%) [30], as such, for
an added sense of social presence, it is essential that the
robot shows that it is an active listener. In our system, when
speech activity from a user is detected, the robot looks at the
user to simulate listening behavior. This gaze shift happens
when the speech recognition stream returns intermediate and
final results.

2) Gaze Tracking: When a user looks at an object in
a task, that information is used to make the robot look at
the same objects. This gaze shift is essential to successfully
simulate the establishment of responsive joint attention from
the robot’s perspective. By using gaze tracking that can
track task objects, the robot is able to use its perception
to understand the user’s current focus of attention and match
it.

Robots involved in joint attention tasks should also, at
appropriate times, switch their gaze to their conversational
partners. This coordination is essential for a proper per-
ception of mutual gaze, but it is also a necessary step for
guiding the partner’s attention and for the establishment
of joint attention. Joint attention is better perceived when
starting from a mutual gaze phase that establishes shared eye
contact before switching attention to a target object. As such,
previous establishment of meaningful and timely mutual gaze
often contributes to a better perception of joint attention. In
addition, favorable feelings for robots are enhanced when
eye contact or mutual gaze is used in combination with joint
attention [31]. We follow previous findings that recommend
agents to engage in mutual gaze when looked at [21].

3) Object Tracking: Using real-time data from object
tracking to shape the robot’s gaze behavior is also essential
to respond to the user’s attention and establish joint attention
from the robot’s perspective. When a user moves an object it
is highly probable that the user’s attention is or will be on the
object. In our system, when a user moves, places or removes
objects from a task, the robot assumes that the object is the
current focus of attention and gazes at that location.



Fig. 3. Example solutions for the X-in-line sub-tasks where X=4 (sub-task
1, image on the left), X=3 (sub-task 2, center) and X=2 (sub-task 3, right).

IV. MAGPUZZLE CASE STUDY

The model described above was tested within the MagPuz-
zle case study. MagPuzzle is a spatial reasoning cooperative
task created to study joint attention within a real-time natural
environment where a life-like social robot interacts with
human participants.

A. Task Rules

In MagPuzzle, participants draw the geometry net of
a cube by placing and manipulating six different colored
puzzle pieces on a two-dimensional board with a 4X4 grid.
The task is comprised of three different sub-tasks or puzzles,
with increasing levels of difficulty, where the maximum
amount of pieces in a line (row or column) allowed for the
solution varies (see Figure 3). The social robot introduces
the objective of each puzzle and cooperates with participants
to arrive at solutions in all three different puzzles. The first
puzzle with a maximum of 4-in-line squares is trivial to most
participants as it represents the default cube geometry net
taught in high-school geometry. However, most participants
struggle with the second and third puzzles, which gives the
robot opportunities for offering assistance while participants
are pondering the possible moves, thereby increasing the
chance of the robot to socially engage and simulate joint
attention behaviors. The robot guides users toward a solu-
tion by using non-deterministic speech combined with joint
attention gaze.

B. Natural Environment Setup

Our definition of a natural environment comprises three
different elements:

First, we are using a robotic head that is capable of
inducing and responding to joint attention directives through
eye gaze, head pose direction, facial expressions, and verbal
cues. The robot used in our setup is a Back-projected head
[32] placed opposite to participants next to a table that
contains the puzzle board (see Figure 1). We use a back-
projected robotic head as they allow for very fine-grained
gaze-driven deictic gestures and have been shown to be
capable platforms for allowing gaze reading by humans [33].
Our robot is capable of digitally animating quick eye gaze
changes and uses two degrees of freedom servos to simulate
head movements. The robot height was adjusted to make the
interaction comfortable and accommodating to most heights.

Second, we are using non-intrusive technology to sense
speech, gaze direction, and actions performed by users. In

front of the robot, we are using an RGB-D camera that is
used for user and gaze tracking. For object tracking, we
are using a dedicated RGB camera on top of the board
that detects fiducial markers placed on the puzzle pieces.
For speech activity detection and speech recognition, we are
using a high-quality amplified mono-directional microphone
placed on the side of the robot. One of the key aspects we
focused on while designing the hardware setup was to keep it
simple and non-intrusive. In contrast to many studies in this
area, users were not requested to wear glasses, participate in
any calibration step or wear dedicated microphones. These
decisions may hinder the performance of our perception
modules but more importantly, do not influence the flow and
naturalness of the experience.

Finally, our task was purposefully designed so that the
robot’s guidance is more successful if joint attention is
established with the robot, but also that the robot is not
essential for the completion of the task. Participants can
choose to cooperate with the robot but can also choose
to ignore it and still be successful. This setting allows us
to better tackle our research goals as the simulation of
responsive joint attention is not necessarily going to improve
task efficiency but rather the subjective perception of our
robot.

C. Multimodal Perception

The MagPuzzle system1 can sense various multimodal
cues from the participants. Our system can recognize partic-
ipants’ speech, their head orientation and can detect pieces
that are placed or removed from the board. The multimodal
perception information is used to generate the responsive
gaze behavior described in the previous section. In this sub-
section, we briefly describe our three different perception
modules.

For Speech Activity detection, we are using Microsoft’s
commercial cloud speech recognition service, a service that
supports real-time streaming. When the speech recognition
system detects a start of speech event we use that event as
a reliable detection of speech activity.

For Gaze Tracking, we are using GazeSense2, a non-
intrusive gaze tracker, used to estimate participants’ visual
focus of attention. This system supports two modes of detect-
ing gaze direction. A simple model that uses head orientation
data as input, and a more precise mode that combines that
information with eye pupil data. In our case, a single camera
was not adequate to precisely track the eye’s pupil when
the gaze is directed towards a horizontal surface. As such,
we decided to only use head orientation for gaze tracking.
This decision is backed by research showing that head
orientation contribution in predicting overall gaze direction
is estimated to be around 70% [34]. Several other systems
that focus on real-time responsive behavior generation in
socially interactive agents [35], [36], [25], [37], [21], have
reported good levels of accuracy by relying solely on head

1Code available on https://github.com/andre-pereira/
MagPuzzle

2https://eyeware.tech/gazesense/

https://github.com/andre-pereira/MagPuzzle
https://github.com/andre-pereira/MagPuzzle


TABLE I
SHORT ILLUSTRATION OF THE DIALOG ACTS THAT WERE MOST COMMONLY USED IN MagPuzzle.

Dialog Act Content Target

Remind Objective Remember {user name}, we will need to build 4 walls a roof and a floor. Player
Well Played I could not have thought <gesture(express happy)> of a better move myself. Player
Hint I think putting a piece here might help. Square
Wrong Piece I would think of a different place for this piece. Piece

pose to determine humans’ focus of attention. Nevertheless,
given the limitations in the performance of head orientation
detection, we could not distinguish individual squares in our
board but instead, four different quadrants each representing
four squares (top-left, top-right, bottom-left, bottom-right).
In total, our gaze tracking system can detect if users’ are
gazing at six different targets (the robot, any of the four
quadrants or somewhere else).

For Object Tracking (tracking the MagPuzzle pieces),
we integrated ARToolkit3 in our system, an open-source
augmented reality toolkit that can, in real-time, robustly
recognize and track multi-marker fiducials placed on the
puzzle pieces used in our scenario.

D. Dialog Management

For dialog management and dialog act selection we use
a human-in-the-loop approach where a human operator does
not directly control the gaze behavior of the robot but is
responsible for selecting the appropriate dialog act at the
right moment. A total of 36 dialog acts were created for
MagPuzzle. To prevent the repetition of the same dialog act,
each had multiple content implementations, and a total of
234 lines of authored content were created. Dialog acts are
used to: describe and manage the rules of the task (21);
provide simple responses to users’ questions (3); offer hints
on what to play next (3); provide feedback on the last move
(2); provide feedback on the overall state of the board (2);
provide feedback on a specific square on the board (2); and
to motivate or compliment the user (3).

E. Hints and Feedback

We developed a helper search algorithm (brute force,
depth-first) that helps the human-in-the-loop to know: the
correct squares for providing hints to the user; if the board is
in a proper or incorrect board state; or if any rule was broken.
This algorithm avoids mistakes and helps in automating
the choice of appropriate hint dialogue acts. Verbal hints
provided by the robot, are accompanied by a gaze shift to the
right square. Thus, hints are not explicit and indecipherable
if the user does not follow the robot’s attempt to initiate joint
attention.

V. EVALUATION

This section presents details from a user study performed
to evaluate our system and hypothesis.

3https://github.com/artoolkit/artoolkit5

A. Study Objectives

Our user study had the main objective of testing the
hypothesis of whether the participants in the full condition
perceive the robot as more socially present. In addition, we
will perform a manipulation check that confirms the validity
of our conditions and we look at the success rate of the hints
suggested by the robot.

B. Manipulation

We created two different conditions to evaluate the effects
of using multimodal perception to generate responsive joint
attention behaviors:

• full - our experimental condition uses the full joint
attention system described in section III.

• proactive - in this condition, the gaze system is only
composed of the proactive layer (proactive) and does
not use the responsive layer modules to generate gaze
shifts (see Figure 2).

We designed and developed the proactive layer and condition
with the best behavior we could achieve without using the
responsive layer with the goal of making a fair comparison
between both conditions.

C. Participants

Twenty-two participants (11 full, 11 proactive) took part
in a 30-45 minute between-subjects experiment in a lab ex-
periment at KTH, Royal Institute of Technology in Sweden,
Stockholm. Participants were aged 18-34 years old and were
rewarded with a cinema ticket.

D. Procedure

At the beginning of the experiment, participants were
guided to a room that contained our setup and asked to fill
a consent form. Next, participants were randomly assigned
to one of our conditions and debriefed by the experimenter.
At the beginning of each interaction, the robot explains the
MagPuzzle task in detail and participants complete the set of
three puzzles in a time span that lasted from 5-10 minutes
depending on the participant. Finally, participants fill in a
questionnaire, and the experiment is concluded.

E. Measures

1) Social Presence Questionnaire: The relationship be-
tween the perception of social presence and joint attention
is still quite unexplored in HRI. However, we strongly
advocate the use of social presence measures to evaluate the
believability of joint attention systems in social robots. The
bidirectional quality of this measure makes it a sound choice



TABLE II
SOCIAL PRESENCE ITEMS USED FOR EACH DIRECTION OF SOCIAL PRESENCE AND FOR EACH OF ITS SIX DIMENSIONS [38].

Perception of self Perception of the robot

Co-Presence
I noticed the robot. The robot noticed me.
The robot’s presence was obvious to me. My presence was obvious to the robot.
The robot caught my attention. I caught the robot’s attention.

Attentional Allocation
I was easily distracted from the robot when other things were going on. The robot was easily distracted from me when other things were going on.
I remained focused on the robot throughout our interaction. The robot remained focused on me throughout our interaction.
The robot did not receive my full attention. I did not receive the robot’s full attention.

Message Understanding
The robot’s thoughts were clear to me. My thoughts were clear to the robot.
It was easy to understand the robot. The robot found it easy to understand me.
Understanding the robot was difficult. The robot had difficulty understanding me.

Behavioral Interdependence
My behavior was often in direct response to the robot’s behavior. The behavior of the robot was often in direct response to my behavior.
I reciprocated the robot’s actions. The robot reciprocated my actions.
My behavior was closely tied to the robot’s behavior. The robot’s behavior was closely tied to my behavior.

Emotional Understanding
I could tell how the robot felt. The robot could tell how I felt.
The robot’s emotions were not clear to me. My emotions were not clear to the robot.
I could describe the robot’s feelings accurately. The robot could describe my feelings accurately.

Emotional Interdependence
I was sometimes influenced by the robot’s moods. The robot was sometimes influenced by my moods.
The robot’s feelings influenced the mood of our interaction. My feelings influenced the mood of our interaction.
The robot’s attitudes influenced how I felt. My attitudes influenced how the robot felt.

for evaluating the effects of each type of joint attention
individually (IJA and RJA). Social presence measures the
degree to which an individual feels interconnected with
another entity [39]. To achieve a feeling of interconnection,
participants should believe that both the robot’s behavioral
and psychological engagement is connected to theirs and that
their behavioral and psychological engagement is connected
to the robot. For measuring social presence, we are using
a social presence questionnaire that divides social presence
into six different dimensions [38]. Similarly to [40], we
divide each dimension in two distinct directions that measure
the social presence of the participant in connection with the
robot (perception of self ) and three questions that measure
the perception of the robot in connection with the participant
(perception of the robot). We used all 36 items from the
original questionnaire in a 5 point Likert-scale format (see
Table II).

2) Objective Data: In addition to the questionnaires,
we video recorded the interactions and logged all of the
information collected by the joint attention system, including
all gaze shifts from the participants, and the robot, the
moves performed in the board and the selected dialog acts.
This information will be used to: present gaze distributions
that reflect the robot’s behavior and its synchrony with
participants; perform a manipulation check; and to present
results on hint success rate.

F. Results

1) Gaze Distributions: We analyzed all the gaze shifts of
the robot to better illustrate our gaze system. Table III shows
the percentage of time that the robot spent on average in
each module and gaze target divided by condition. Similarly
to [37], we look at the synchrony between participants’ gaze
behavior and the robot. For this particular analysis (see Table
IV), we only considered N=5 participants from the proactive
condition and N=8 participants from the full condition, a
consequence of not logging all of the participants’ gaze data
in the initial sessions. This later analysis is not essential to

TABLE III
AVERAGE TIME, PER CONDITION, FOR EACH TYPE OF GAZE.

Full Proactive

Dialog Acts
Player 33,61% 33,80%
Board 13,54% 16,10%

Idle Gaze
Player 17,95% 37,26%
Board 2,61% 11,74%

Elsewhere 0,34% 1,10%
Speech Activity Player 3,16% N/A

Gaze Tracking
Player 4,68% N/A
Board 7,01% N/A

Object Tracking Board 17,08% N/A

TOTAL
Player 59,41% 71,06%
Board 40,25% 27,84%

TABLE IV
AVERAGE TIME, PER CONDITION, FOR BEHAVIORAL SYNCHRONY.

Condition Mutual Gaze Joint Attention Mismatch
full 41,69% 22,51% 35,8%

proactive 44,99% 7,58% 47,46%

our research question and is only used for our manipulation
check, hence the decision of not manually annotating the
missing data.

2) Manipulation Check: As a manipulation check, we
look into moments of where the the robot establishes joint
attention with the user (from its own perspective). The
average time of responsive joint attention significantly in-
creased in the full condition (M=22.51, SD=15.44) compared
to proactive (M=7.58, SD=6.48); t(11)=-2.415, p<.05. As
anticipated, given our manipulation, these results show the
difference in the robot’s gaze behavior between both condi-
tions and reflect the increased and timely joint attention to
the board (pieces and quadrants).

3) Hints Success Rate: The hints provided by the robot
during the task depend on the participant’s ability to adopt
the visual focus of attention of the robot and perceive
the game from the robot’s perspective. We observed that
participants could indeed successfully take the robots visual



Fig. 4. Perception of the robot mean values of the social presence measures.

perspective, because the hints and feedback provided by the
robot were most often correctly assessed. The hints provided
by the robot regarding the next move for the puzzle are
given by head pose direction and eye gaze combined with
an indirect verbal reference (e.g. “I think putting a piece
here might help”). Although this type of cue was difficult to
perceive, given the resolution of the board with pieces placed
close together, the success rate of these hints was still 65%
at the first prompt. This rate shows that participants had a
good understanding of the robot’s viewpoint of the board.
Nonetheless, the success rate of combined verbal and non-
verbal feedback cues was clearer and reached a 93% success
rate (e.g., I would arrange this yellow piece differently).

4) Social Presence Questionnaire: Cronbach’s α tests
confirmed the validity of the social presence questionnaire
and revealed good to excellent reliability scores in all six
dimensions for both social presence directions. Figure 4
presents the mean results from the items in the perception
of the robot direction (no significant differences were found
in the perception of self direction). A Mann-Whitney test
indicated that the total of perception of the robot was
significantly higher in the full condition (Mdn = 3.6) than in
the proactive condition (Mdn = 3.1) U = 27.5, p = .015, r
= .46. Message understanding (U = 29.0, p = .018, r = .45)
was the dimension most responsible for this effect. The most
revealing item from this dimension clearly shows the effect
of our responsive joint attention system, ”My thoughts were
clear to the robot” (U = 12.0, p = .001, r = .70).

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We present a gaze system that generates responsive joint
attention in human-robot interaction. In addition to initiating
joint attention processes, our system autonomously responds
to participants’ multimodal cues that reveal their attention.
The perception of these cues enables a reduction in the time
that the robot is engaged in random idle behaviors and allows
it to exhibit more meaningful and responsive gaze shifts.

The experiment presented in this paper shows the impor-
tance of enabling robots with joint attention mechanisms that
are not necessarily relevant for the completion of cooperative

tasks and exemplify the benefits of dividing the social
presence measure into two different directions for measuring
bidirectional aspects of joint attention in social robots. In a
between subjects experiment, participants perceived the robot
in the full condition as more socially present in the measures
related to the perception of the robot social presence direc-
tion. The questionnaire items in this direction require users
to employ their theory of mind [41] to mind-read [42] the
robot and assess its perception capabilities. As such, given
that we were manipulating the social robot’s perceptive and
responsive capabilities we expected to find stronger effects of
our manipulation between conditions regarding the second-
order construct. To a lesser extent, we also expected to
improve the items in the perception of self direction, but
no significant differences were found. We hypothesize that
these measures are more dependent on other factors such as
providing more tangible help or by manipulating dialog acts.
However, manipulating these factors was outside the scope
of our experiment and proving this hypothesis would require
additional studies.

Our modular proposal for joint attention simulation in-
cludes a responsive layer that uses non-intrusive technology,
and that can adapt to most HRI scenarios where joint atten-
tion is relevant. Autonomous generation of responsive joint
attention behaviors can be valuable for both human-in-the-
loop studies and completely autonomous systems. Typically,
any scenario where people and robots naturally interact on a
task over a shared visual space would benefit from believable
responsive gaze behavior. Social robots that interact in long-
term or entertainment applications are perfect applications
for our proposed joint attention mechanisms.
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